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MATHEMATICS 
NEUTRIX CALCULUS I 
NEUTRICES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 1) 
BY 
J. G. VAN DER CORPUT 
(Communicated at the meeting of January 30, 1960) 
It is my intention to give in this lecture an exposition of a certain 
method based on some new notions. The formulas appearing in the new 
calculus are similar to the familiar results occurring in the classical 
analysis, but the meaning is completely different. Many of the operations 
which we apply in the ordinary analysis are also allowed in the new 
method, but not all of them. I realize that this may lead at first to some 
confusion. My task is therefore not an easy one and even if I succeed in 
giving a clear exposition of the calculus I have fulfilled my task only 
partially. The main purpose is to stimulate some of my listeners and 
readers to apply the theory of the neutrices in their own domain of research. 
The neutrix calculus aims at simplification, generalization and unifi-
cation. Let us begin with the first point. 
In 1942 the physicist, R. KRONIG, needed an expansion for a certain 
multiple sum ~X. To this end I applied the sum formula of Euler, not in 
the usual shape, but in a modified form which involves a new auxiliary 
variable. By saying that this variable is new I mean that the multiple 
sum under consideration is independent of;. Applying the sum formula 
of Euler in the modified form we find for the sum iX an expansion with 
the property that infinitely many of its terms are dependent on ; and 
infinitely many are independent of ;. We know that the sum itself is 
independent of ;. Does this necessarily imply that in our expansion all 
the terms which depend on ; drop out~ By no means. It may be that 
the expansion contains the two terms --log ; and log 2;, which together 
yield the constant term log 2. We do not find this constant term, if we 
cancel the two said terms. However, for the particular sum under con-
sideration it is easy to show that all the terms occurring in the expansion 
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and depending on ~ drop out. Rewriting the proof and making again the 
whole calculation, but neglecting everywhere all the terms which depend 
on ~' I reduced the proof and the calculations considerably, say to 
20 or 10 %. This was the case not only for this particular problem, but 
for many other problems. In this way I was led to the 
First item of the program: In order to solve a certain problem we 
introduce a new auxiliary variable ~; this means a variable which does 
not occur itself in the given problem. We apply the usual rules of analysis, 
but we ignore everywhere each term which depends on ~, so that we 
have only to take into account the constant terms, namely the terms 
which are independent of~. Now the main point: we must arrange it 
in such a way that the final result is completely correct. 
This task involves the introduction of functions which can be called 
negligible. For the sake of simplicity I restrict myself for the moment 
to real or complex functions f(~) of a real or complex variable ;. Assume 
that these functions are defined for each point ~ belonging to a given 
point set N' lying on the real axis or in the complex plane or on a 
Riemann surface. N' is called the domain of these functions f(~). How 
must we choose the negligible functions in order to fulfill the first item 
of the program~ 
If we neglect first a term f(;) and later a term g(~), then we have 
neglected in all the sum f(~)+g(~). This leads to the convention that 
the sum of two negligible functions is again negligible. We make the 
same convention for the difference. In this way we are led to the 
First convention: The class formed by the negligible functions is an 
additive group. 
To formulate the second convention I return to the multiple sum IX 
considered above. Applying the sum formula of Euler with the new 
auxiliary variable ~ and neglecting everywhere the terms which are 
dependent on ~ I find a certain expansion p in which each term is 
independent of~. Which guarantee do we have that IX and p are really 
equal~ We have everywhere ignored the negligible functions. On the 
other hand the negligible functions form an additive group. The only 
thing we know is therefore that IX= p + v( ~), where v( ~) is negligible and 
independent of ~ since IX and p are independent of ~. The requirement 
that the final result is always correct is only fulfilled if we have the certainty 
that v(~) is equal to zero. This leads to the 
Second convention (neutrix condition): A negligible function which assumes 
for each element ~ of the domain N' the same value, is identically equal to zero. 
A class formed by negligible functions is called a neutrix. A neutrix is 
therefore an additive group formed by functions which satisfy the neutrix 
condition. 
A new field lies before us. If we have to solve a problem we introduce 
a new variable ~. Calculation, based on the rules of classical analysis, 
leads to certain terms, but we try to find a neutrix which contains all the 
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non-constant functions of ~ which would appear in this way. Then all 
these non-constant terms may be ignored completely so that 1he argument 
restricts itself exclusively to the constant terms. 
We shall meet with many neutrices. We obtain a simple example if 
the domain N' contains at least two distinct points ~1 and ~2 and if the 
neutrixis formed by the functions c~, where the coefficients c denote arbitrary 
constant integers; indeed, if c~ is independent of ~, then c~1 = c~2, hence 
c = 0, so that c~ is identically equal to zero. 
It is not necessary that the domain N' is a point set lying on the real 
axis or in the complex plane or on a Riemann surface. It is also unnecessary 
that the functions under consideration are real or complex functions. 
For this reason I proceed now to the abstract definition of a neutrix. 
Third convention: A domain is an arbitrary non-empty set. A range is 
an additive group; in this paper we assume always that the addition is 
commutative. A function f(~) with domain N' and range N" is a function 
defined for each element ~ of the domain in such a way that f(~) is an 
element of the range. 
A neutrix N with domain N' and range N" is an additive group formed 
by functions v(~) with domain N' and range N" which satisfy the following 
Neutrix condition: If v(~) assumes the same value for each element ~ 
of the domain N', then v(~) is identically equal to zero. 
This means that v(~) is equal to the null element of the given range N". 
The functions v(~) belonging toN are called negligible inN. Sometimes 
the neutrix N is denoted by (N). 
The definition of a neutrix N involves a domain N', a range N", the 
negligible functions v and a variable ~. For the identification of neutrices 
I make the 
Fourth convention: Two neutrices are called equal if and only if they 
have the same domain, the same negligible functions and the same variable. 
In other words: if N is a neutrix with domain N' and variable ~ and P 
is a neutrix with domain P' and variable 'Y), then N =P if and only if 
(1) N' =P'; ~='YJ (2) the two neutrices have the same negligible functions. 
If N and P are distinct neutrices, then we assume that the variables 
~.and 'Y) belonging respectively to N and P are independent variables. 
Notice that for the equality of two neutrices it is not necessary that 
they have the same range. In particular a neutrix remains unchanged if 
its range is replaced by a larger range. 
Now a side line of the neutrix calculus which gives already some idea 
about the power of generalization of the method. I introduce a new kind 
of limits which I call neutrix limits. Consider a point set N' lying in a 
topological space with a limit point b which does not belong to N'. 
Consider furthermore an additive group N formed by real or complex 
functions 2) defined on N' with the following property: if the additive 
2) Similar results hold for abstract functions. 
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group N contains a function of ~ which tends to a finite limit y as ~ tends 
on N' to b, then this limit y is equal to zero. 
This group N is a neutrix, for if a function v(~) belonging toN is equal 
to a constant y, then v( ~) --+ y, hence y = 0. 
If f ( ~) is a real or complex function defined on N' and if it is pos!'lible 
to find a number l such that f (;) -l is negligible in N, then l is uniquely 
defined, for if also f (;) -l' is negligible in N, then the difference l' -l 
between these two functions is negligible in N and therefore equal to zero. 
This number l is called the N -limit off(;) for ~--+ b and we write 
(1) N -lim /(~) =l. 
;-+b 
The notion of the N -limit is a generalization of the ordinary limit 
concept. Indeed, if ( 1) holds and if f ( ~) tends in the ordinary sense to a 
finite limit l* as~ tends on N' to b, then l=l*, since (1) gives f(~)=l+v(~), 
where v(~) is negligible in N. This negligible function tends for ~--+ b to 
l* -l, so that this limit is equal to zero, hence l=l*. 
As an example we consider the neutrix N with domain 0 < ~ < 1 and 
with the negligible functions ac~s~ + b log ~ + 0(1), where 0(1) denotes 
a function of ~ which tends for ~ --+ 0 to zero and where the coefficients 
a and b are arbitrary real constants. That N satisfies the neutrix condition 
is clear, for if in the interval 0 < ~ < 1 
a c~s ~ + b log ~ + 0( 1) = y, 
where y is independent of~' then a=O and b=O, hence v=O. For this 
neutrix N we find 
since 
~+ 1 l 3 cos~ ~ + 2 = 2 + 0( 1) and -~- - 2 log ~ + 0( 1) 
is negligible. 
The main theorem of the theory of the neutrix limits can be formulated 
as follows: 
If fn(~)(h= 1, 2, ... ) are arbitrary real or complex functions with domain 
N' which has a limit point b not belonging to N', then it is possible to construct 
a neutrix N with domain N' such that 
N -lim /h(~) = la 
o-+b 
exists for h= 1, 2, ... , with the understanding that, whenever a function 
g(~), defined on N', tends to a finite limit l as ~ tends on N' to b, then l is 
also the N -limit of g(~) for ~--+b. 
In other words: if a proof requires an enumerable number of passages 
to the limit, then we can construct a neutrix for which each of these 
limits exists. 
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A similar remark holds if the number of passages to the limit is not 
enumerable, but then we must apply Zermelo's axiom of choice, so that 
in that case the constructivity of the required neutrix is out of the question. 
The result obtained above can roughly be formulated as follows, Each 
limit exists; each function is differentiable, integrable and so on. 
This fact has some consequences which are worth mentioning. If you 
find a result involving a parameter a, under the assumption that Rea> 0, 
and if somebody asks you why you impose on a this restriction, then up 
till now you could perhaps advance the excuse that the proof contains 
one or more limits which do not exist in the case Re a~ 0. This excuse 
is no longer valid. Introduction of a suitable neutrix N gives a sense to 
all these limits and in many cases we can choose this neutrix in such 
a way that in the case Re a~ 0 the whole proof remains valid, if every-
where the ordinary limit is replaced by the N -limit. The answer must 
be that you can not find such a neutrix. 
Even the excuse that in the case Re a~ 0 the result itself has no sense 
does not hold water, since by means of a suitable neutrix we can always 
attribute to the result a certain sense. 
The neutrix limits lead to the 
Second item of the program: Construct a great number of neutrices 
which can be used in the theory of the neutrix limits. 
But, as I wrote above, this is only a side line of the neutrix calculus. 
Let us return to the main track, where the two aspects of generalization and 
unification appear. By means of neutrices we construct new mathematical 
objects which I call distributions, since the Schwartz distributions are 
only special cases. 
In the summer 1959, when I was busy developing the neutrix calculus, 
I had in mind certain requirements, namely: 
Third item of the program: The neutrix calculus must give a considerable 
simplification in several theories, particularly in several asymptotic 
theories, such as the method of stationary phase, the method of critical 
points and curves, the method of the asymptotic residues, and so on. 
Fourth item of the program. The neutrix calculus must give a unification, 
in such a way that it contains not only the classical analysis and the 
theory of the Schwartz distributions, but moreover a great number of 
similar concepts which perhaps are not less important. 
The definition of a distribution given here and obtained by trial and 
error enables me to build up a calculus which satisfies these requirements. 
I have rejected each other definition which I have tried, since it led to 
additional complications, but it is possible that a simpler or more general 
calculus can be constructed by means of an other definition of the 
distribution. I would rejoice myself sincerely if one of my listeners or 
readers would discover such a calculus. 
Let 8 be a positive integer. Consider 8 distinct neutrices N~, ... , N 8 
with the same range N" and with the domains N 1', ... Ns'. The variables 
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; 1, ... , ;8 corresponding to these neutrices are therefore independent. 
Let f(;1, ... , ; 8 ) be a function with range N", defined for each element 
;a of Na'(a= 1, ... , 8). Consider the class d formed by all the functions 
of the form 
where va(;a)(a= l, ... , 8) denotes an arbitrary function which is negligible 
in Na. I call this class d the distribution with the neutrices N1, ... , N 8 
generated by the function f (;1, ... , ; 8 .) I denote this distribution, at least 
for the time being, by 
<j;N1, ... ,Na>. 
Any function occurring in the distribution can be used as a generating 
function. Any two generating functions of the distribution are equal, 
apart from terms which are negligible in N 1 , ... , N 8 ; this means that 
their difference can be written as a sum of 8 terms, the first of which 
is negligible in N 1 , the second is negligible in N 2, ... , the last is negligible 
in N 8 • 
Here the following important question arises: when do we call two 
distributions d and d* equal1 To give an answer to this question, we 
distinguish several cases. 
Consider first the case that the distribution d possesses a generating 
function y which is independent of ;1, ... , ;8 • In this case 3) I say that the 
distribution d has the order r = 0. 
If the distribution d is given, this constant y is uniquely defined, for 
if d has two constant generating functions y and y', then their difference 
is negligible in N 1 , ... , N 8 and can therefore be written in the form 
y- y' = Y1(;1) + ... + Ys(;s). 
By hypothesis the variables ;1, ... , ;8 are independent, so that the function 
111(~1), which is negligible in the neutrix N 1, is independent of ;1, and 
therefore identically equal to zero. In the same way we prove va(;a) = 0 
for a=l, 2, ... , 8, hence y-y'=O. 
Let us now consider the case that the distribution d does not possess 
a constant generating function, but that is possesses a generating function 
which depends on· only one of the 8 variables ;1, ... , ;8 • Then there exists 
a positive integer IX~8 such that d possesses a generating function of the 
form p(;0.). If the distribution d is given, then this integer IX is uniquely 
defined. Indeed, assume that there exists a positive integer f3 ~ 8 ;,ith 
IX =I= f3 such that d possesses also a generating function of the form "P(;p). 
The difference between two generating functions is negligible in the 
given neutrices N 1 , ••• , N 8, so that 
(2) 
3 ) The notion of the order of a distribution defined here has nothing to do with 
the order of a distribution such as it has been defined by Schwartz. 
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where va(~a)(a= I, ... , s) is negligible in Na. If a is a positive integer $.s 
which is #IX and o;!={J, then all the terms occurring on the right hand of 
(2}, except the term va(~a}, is independent of ~a• so that also the function 
va(~a) itself is independent of ~a and therefore identically equal to zero, 
since it is a negligible function in Na. In this way we obtain 
Here ~"and ~fJ are independent variables. The right hand side is independent 
of ~,.. Consequently the left· hand side is equal to a number y which is 
independent of~". This would give the result that 97(~")-y=v"(~") is 
negligible in N "' so that d would possess, not only the generating function 
97(~"), but also the constant generating function y, contrary to the 
hypothesis. In this way we see that for given distribution d the integer IX 
is uniquely defined. 
In the case treated here I say that d has the order r= I. I call N" the 
basic neutrix of the distribution and I call 97(~") a basic function of the 
distribution. 
Let us now consider the general case. I denote by r the smallest integer 
~ 0 such that the distribution d possesses a generating function which 
depends only on r of the s variables ~b ... , ~8 • Consequently O$.r$.s. 
We have r = 0 if and only if d can be generated by a constant and in this 
case this constant is uniquely defined if d is given. If r~ I, then we can 
find r distinct positive integers lXI, ••. , IXr each $.s such that d can be 
generated by a function !J?(~a,, ... ,~a) of the r variables ~"'-' ... , ~"'r" In 
the same way as in the case r = I we show that, for given d, these integers 
lXI, .•• , !Xr are uniquely defined. I call r the order of the distribution d; 
I call N a , ••• , N" the basic neutrices of d; the s- r other neutrices 
1 r 
occurring in the system N1, ... , N 8 are called the auxiliary neutrices; 
finally 97(~"'-' ... , ~"') is called a basic function of the distribution. 
Two basic functions of d are equal, apart from terms which are 
negligible in the basic neutrices of d. Conversely: if 97(~"•' ... , ~".) is a 
basic function of d, then each function, which, apart from terms negligible 
in the basic neutrices, is equal to IJ?, is also a generating function of d. 
These results enable us to introduce the notion of equality or inequality 
for two distributions 
d= <f; N1, ... , Ns> and d* = <g; P 1, ... , Pt>. 
Fifth convention: Two distributions are called equal if and only if they 
have the same order, the same basic neutrices and the same basic functions. 
This definition needs an explanation. Let Na' and P/ be the domains 
of the neutrices Na(a= I, ... , s) and PAr= 1, ... , t); let ~a and 'f/T denote 
the variables respectively of Na and PT. Let r be the order of the two 
distributions d and d*. The distribution d can be generated by a function 
97(~"•' ... , ~"•); the distribution d* can be generated by a function 
'lfJ('fJp,, ... , 'fJp,); here lXI, ••• , !Xr denote r distinct positive integers, each 
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~s, whereas {h, ... , fJr denote r distinct positive integers, each ~t. That 
the two distributions have the same basic neutrices means that we can 
arrange the system (31, •.• , fJr in such an order that for (! = 1, ... , r 
N"' = PfJ , hence ;"' = 'fJfJ • e e e e 
Consequently the variables ;"'•' ... , ;"'• occurring in the function q; are 
the same as the variables 'YJfJ,• ••• , 'YJfJ, which occur in "P· That the two 
distributions have the same basic functions means that each basic function 
of d is a basic function of d* and conversely. In other words: 
Two distributions are equal if and only if they have the same order and 
the same basic neutrices and if each basic function of the first distribution 
is equal to each basic function of the second distribution, apart from terms 
which are negligible in the basic neutrices. 
It is clear that the notion of equality, defined in this way, is reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive. 
The neutrix calculus is the theory of the distributions. The special 
neutrix calculus is the theory of the distributions of order zero, therefore 
of the distributions which can be generated by a constant. The general 
neutrix calculus treats the distributions of arbitrary order. 
Fifth item of the program (Special neutrix calculus) : Determine for a 
great number of neutrices the behavior of the distributions of order zero. 
Show that this theory gives as special case the "finite part" of an integral, 
introduced by Hadamard. Simplify by means of the special neutrix 
calculus several methods and many proofs. Obtain old results under 
new conditions or prove new results in a simple way. 
Sixth item of the program (General neutrix calculus) : Introduce in the 
theory of the distributions of arbitrary order, as far as possible, the 
notions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, convergent series, limit, 
derivative, Fourier and Laplace transform and so on. 
Seventh item of the program: Show that a certain neutrix yields the 
Schwartz distributions. Show that other neutrices yield other distributions, 
sometimes with similar, sometimes, with completely different properties. 
Give useful applications of these distributions. 
It is unnecessary to say that it is impossible for one man to carry out 
the complete program. 
In the special calculus two distributions are, according to the definition 
given above, equal if and only if they are generated by the same 
constant y. Consequently there is a ( 1, 1) correspondence between the 
distributions of order 0 and the elements y of the given range. A 
distribution <f; N1. ... , N 8 > of order 0 can therefore be identified by its 
generating constant y, so that we can write 
<f; N1. ... , Na> =y 
In view of this fact the mathematician, who restricts himself to the 
special neutrix calculus, does not need the notion of a distribution. 
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The designation </; N1, ... , Ns> for a distribution is cumbersome 
and we need a simpler notation. According to me it is sufficient that a 
notation satisfies the following three conditions: 
( 1) it may not lead to wrong results; 
(2) it must be short and simple; 
(3) it must enable the stupid pencil to do 99 % of the work. 
This pensil does not know what a derivative is, but it knows that 
dy dy dz 
dx=dzdx· 
The distribution </; N1, ... , Ns> is uniquely defined, if the neutrices 
N1, . .. , N 8 and the function j(;b ... , ; 8 ) are given. The symbol j(N1, ... , N 8 ) 
has up till now no meaning, since j(;b ... , ; 8 ) is only defined at the 
elements ;a of Na'(a= 1, ... , s). I have therefore the right to assign to 
this symbol a certain meaning and in this way I come to the 
Sixth convention: f(NI, ... , Ns) denotes the distribution with neutrices 
N1, ... , Ns generated by the function j(;I, ... , ;8 ). In particular, if this 
distribution is generated by a constant, y, then 
in this case I say that f assumes at (Nb ... , N 8 ) the neutralized value y. 
In part II we shall see that this convention has radical consequences. 
This notation, correctly applied, can not lead to wrong results and is 
short and simple. In how far it takes the stupidity of the pencil into 
account must appear from the applications. 
The function j(;b ... , ;s) was originally only defined at each element 
;a of Na'(a= 1, ... , s) and by means of the preceding convention we have 
constructed a continuation of this function. Perhaps there are mathe-
maticians who agree with such a continuation only under the following 
circumstances: 
Consider a linear mapping 'P of an additive group 2! on an additive 
group 58. This means that each element <X of 2! possesses in 58 a uniquely 
defined image 'f!(<X) such that for any two elements <X and ,x* of m 
'f!(<X +<X*)= f{J(<X) + 'f!(iX* ). 
Let G: be a subgroup of 2! and assume that for each element y of G: 
r(r)=/(y), 
where f denotes a given mapping of G: on 58. Then we may call the 
mapping 'P a continuation of the given mapping f and we may denote 
the mapping cp by the same letter f, so that the image cp(<X) of each element 
iX of m may be denoted by /(iX). 
To conciliate these mathematicians I have shown that the continuation 
introduced in the sixth convention satisfis this requirement. 
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